
 

 

 GERMAN FLECKVIEH / DAIRY SIMMENTAL OFFER  
 

Our german fleckvieh bulls come from one of the top german fleckvieh station: Höchstädt AI center (Besamungsverein 
Nordschwaben E.V.) in Bavaria, Germany. We offer a wide range of top ranking bulls selected according to each breeders 
needs. If you look at the Total Merit (GZW) top list, the top 50 current bulls include no less than 27 bulls which have a Höchstädt 
sire of sons. This shows the sustainable quality of Höchstädt’s bulls.  
 
Our german fleckvieh offer counts 68 bulls displayed on GZW, from which 45 are genomic and 23 daugher proven, 18 are PP, 
P or PS, 8 are available female sexed and one male sexed. 
 
Genomic sires 
 

HASHTAG AA | A2A2 | aAa 642513 
          Hayabusa x Mandrin x Manigo 

 
 

The popular HASHTAG continues to be one of most complete sires of 
the breed (GZW 138) and the most successful sire of sons. No less than 
17 bulls of the top 30 ranking are HASHTAG sons. 

 
 
 
         

 HASHTAG 
 
Two examples of high-quality HASHTAGS sons are the brand-new and attractive HOME (GZW 144) and HAMBURG 
(GZW 143). HOME: Out of long-lasting and high productive cow family. HAMBURG: Top for milk, beef & fitness (available 
after May). 
 

                       
   HOME       HAMBOURG 
 
HASHTAGS interesting full brother HAITI (GZW 137) offers an outstanding milk production level (+1498 Milk kg). 
 
WEBEX (GZW 138) is leading the group of our high WEITBLICK sons. The bull stands for high production, great Fitness 
Index (127) with outstanding longevity, low somatic cells and really easy calving. 
The new released HOSARIO (GZW 142) and WILDWECHSEL (GZW 141) complete the package of our attractive bull 
line-up. Available after May.  
The popular WASSERSPIEL (GZW 137) had an excellent debut last proof run. Top all-round sire with high milk, great 
longevity and quality udders. 
SALUTE (Sido x Hetwein) was another new December star with GZW 134 now, different pedigree, high Fitness Index, 
excellent udder quality and easy calving. 



 

 

Newly released is DOCTOR (GZW 137, Doc x Herzpochen) as one of the most complete and very balanced bulls. Different 
paternal sire stack (Dirigent bloodline).  
One of the major news one year ago was the arrival of the top sire MATROSE (GZW 138, Mcgyver x Vaduz). Semen is 
much better available now. Different sire stack. Sire of sons.  
One flagship in our line-up is SPINOM (Spartacus x Weyer) with a great Total Merit Index of GZW 142 (Milk Index MW 124). 
He is going back to the rare Streik bloodline, combining high milk, great fitness, excellent Beef Index and easy calving. 
The Easy son ENSBACH (GZW 137) had a strong debut in August last year into the genomic line-up. Highly popular. Great 
milk (+1201), high Beef & Fitness Index, quality udders. Top dual-purpose sire. 
Some other last year new released bulls like WACKEN (GZW 137, Wuhudler x Herzpochen), ZIMBO (GZW 139, Zeiger x 
Herzpochen), WEISSLING (GZW 138, Weissensee x Wobbler) and EXPORT (GZW 138, Elexis x Hermelin) got popular 
over the last months. 
 
 

SENATOR BB | A1A2 | aAa 456321 
Sisyphus x Manigo x Willem 

 
 
 

A real new star arrival one year ago was the 
SISYPHUS son SENATOR (GZW 141). He 
immediately placed among the most popular bulls. Still 
high demanded. Sire of sons. 

       SENATOR 
 

The high demanded no.1 Manaus son MONKEY did hold strong at an attractive level of GZW 139. Great blend of milk (Milk 
Index 126) and beef (Beef Index 121). 
The popular ZEIGER (GZW 143) impresses with his high breeding values in combination with a different pedigree. 
Successful sire of sons.   
HIMMEL remains as one of the most complete udder improvers (Udder Index 133) and milk yield sires (Milk kg +1246). 
An attractive package still offers the Westwind son WALLERSTEIN (GZW 134).  
 

Polled sires  
 
The December new released Hamlet Pp son HYPERION Pp (GZW 139) is drawing attention among the polled Fleckvieh 
sires with high proof figures all-across the board. 
WANERO PP (Waalkes Pp x Motane Pp), our intriguing December homozygous polled newcomer got popular with an 
attractive GZW of 136. 
Two new top arrivals are IBIS PS (GZW 141, IQ PS x Vaduz) and HIMMELWERT Pp (GZW 135, HIMMEL x Malaga 
PP). Keep an eye of them. Available after May.   
HONZA PP is holding strong as one of the most popular homozygous polled sires. 
 
 

HOFGUT P AA | A1A2 | aAa 435261 
Hashtag x Majestaet PP x Manolo Pp 

 
Another highlight of our line-up is the new HASHTAG son 
HOFGUT Pp. He impresses with an attractive Total Merit 
Index (GZW 139), high milk, great fitness (Fitness Index 119) 
and nice udders (Udder Index 118).  

 
 



 

 

MONET PP (GZW 126) is still one of the most popular polled sires among our offerings. Complete homozygous polled 
package.   
Our polled Monopoly son MOTIV PS did hold strong with GZW 135.  
VOLARIS PP (GZW 123, S. Votary PS), one of our popular homozygous polled sires in 2022, stays strong as another 
attractive polled package. Versatile usable because of Mahango Pp free pedigree. 
Our polled group is completed with the promising 2022 newcomers WANTED Pp (GZW 136) and HIRTE PS (GZW 132).  
 
Top sire fertility: HAITI, HASHTAG, ZEIGER, EGOIST, MOTIV Pp, WOSSI and METER Pp are ranked 
among the top sire fertility bulls with high Total Merit (GZW >130).  
 

Daughter proven sires 
 
Our highest newcomer ZUBRINGER (S. ZAZU) makes his daughter proven debut at GZW 133 and ranks with his great 
proof among the top 20 of the Fleckvieh breed.  
WEITBLICK (GZW 133) continuous to be popular and world-wide respected as one of the most complete daughter proven 
sires of the breed. 
 
 

VENTURA (GZW 122, S. Raldi) transmits a great 
blend of enough milk, easy calving and quality udders 
and goes back to a successful cow family. 

 
 

 
                    
 
 
                        VENTURA 

 
SISYPHUS (GZW 127) remains strong within the section of daughter proven sires after his excellent debut two years ago.  
 
EUROPA (S. Equador, GZW 124), HERZFEUER (S. Herzschlag, GZW 123) and HIMALYA (S. HUGOBOSS, GZW 120) 
started in this April proof run their new career as daughter proven sires. 
 
Our popular WONIGO (S. Wobbler, GZW 125) still shines with his offspring and confirms his breeding values. 
 
ZAZU (GZW 133) stays attractive as a successful sire of sons with his elite offspring ZEIGER and ZUBRINGER.  
 
Our attractive daughter proven polled newcomer of the last year VELIANO PS (Vespasian PS x Mahango Pp) ranks, with his 
exceptional proof, in 4th place for overall proven polled sires of the Fleckvieh breed.   
 
The two last year new released sires of the daughter proven line-up VANILLO Pp (S. Varta, GZW 120) and HARLEY (S. 
Haribo, GZW 122) got popular within the last months.  
 
HUGOBOSS completes the daughter proven section as a high milk sire with incredible feet & legs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

      FRENCH FLECKVIEH / DAIRY SIMMENTAL OFFER 
 
 
The French bulls from our line-up come from our partner Simmental France, the single dairy Simmental / Fleckvieh organization 
in France, in charge of the national Herdbook, promotion of the breed and the unique national Fleckvieh breeding programme. 
Our offer includes 27 bulls on ISU, from which 12 are proven and 15 genomic, 4 polled and 3 female sexed. 
 
The 2018 series of the “M” bulls in now completely daughter proven. MATUVU is a very complete bull, but can’t be used on 
heifers. MIDLANDE is the real dual purpose bull with 1100kg milk and 109 muscularity. Very good udders and udder health 
for the easy calving MINISTRE. 
OSIRIS still runs the overall ranking with 182 ISU, and NIKOS as the highest daughter proven with 167 ISU. 
 
 
 

SAM PP BB | A2A2  
Polking PP x Mcdrive P x Wille 

 
 

Sam PP is a new bull in our genomic line-up, the first French 
dairy simmental bull homozygous polled born in France. He 
was born in Britany, is BB A2A2 and available female sexed ! 
He is 140 ISU and presents good milk and fat levels, excellent 
functional traits with very easy calvings and very good 
temperament. Good size cows with good muscularity. 

 
 

 
 
 

POSEIDON P AA | A1A2  
Mahoni P x Waban x Vlax 
 
This heterozygous polled son of Mahoni P show an impressive milk proof of 
2232kg, combining with an excellent type with nice frames and rumps, high 
muscularity (112), impressive udders on each traits. He also shows very 
easy calving ease and calving ability, the must have ! Available sexed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enjoy reading ! 
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